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Most of us are familiar with the concept of “ethics”. Ethics are a standard of behavior, a right and

wrong, a professional structure, a guide to decision making on all levels. Recently, an article was

circulated on Facebook that had been published by www.lastagetimes.com a few years back.

Entitled “A 1945 Code of Ethics for Theatre Workers Surfaces”, the piece written by Janet Thielke

shared the “rules” for those working in the theatrical industry that were used by Equity member,

Kathleen Freeman.

The “code” was written in 1945, and feels like it should embody the spirit of those working in our

industry today. (To read Thielke's entire article and all of the "rules", click HERE.)

“I’ve seen this before - in fact, it was handed out by a professor in undergrad, and I know friends
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who’ve said the same,” says Corey Atkins, Artistic Associate for Engagement at the Cleveland Play

House. “I think the spirit of the code holds up, if not the letter. One of the reasons I’m grateful to work

at Cleveland Play House is that the level of professionalism this document outlines is innate, a given,

with the artists we employ.”

Just a few items stated by the “code” or “rules” include:

 I shall never miss a performance.

 I shall play every performance with energy, enthusiasm and to the best of my ability

regardless of size of audience, personal illness, bad weather, accident, or even death

in my family.

 I shall forego all social activities which interfere with rehearsals or any other

scheduled work at the theatre, and I shall always be on time.

 I shall never miss an entrance.

 I shall forego the gratification of my ego for the demands of the play.

 I shall remember my business is to create illusion; therefore, I shall not break the

illusion by appearing in costume and makeup off-stage or outside the theatre.

The list seems like it would be common sense, but is it? Are we passing on these values to our next

generation of theatrical employees?

Dr. Michael Mauldin, Cleveland State University’s (CSU) Associate Professor and Chair of the

Department of Theatre and Dance, believes so. “I am so in favor of this actors' code of ethics that I

think it should be included in every curriculum. We have very few models in popular culture for artistic

integrity, civility, and discipline. Since moving to Cleveland in 2006, I have been constantly impressed

by the quality, devotion, and civility of its acting community. That is one of the many reasons that we

are one of the strongest and oldest theatre cities in the country.”

In the article, Ms. Freeman notes that it is a “privilege” to work in the industry, and that her

involvement in every aspect (lights, sound, etc.) is what makes her a valuable performer and a true

appreciator of the craft.

Does that mean that every single venue (school, community, professional) has these types of “ethics”

posted or rigorously enacted in each venue for every production? Not necessarily, but surely the

spirit hovers in every green room, prop cabinet, booth and on every grid, stage and management

office. And they should.

“I had actually read these "rules" fairly recently,” comments Don Carrier, Associate Director 
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of the CWRU/CPH MFA Acting Program. “To me, they are the golden rules of theatre as they are all

based on common sense and respect. They are not flashy or pretentious but give us a reminder that

the theatre really is a calling and we owe it, the audience and our fellow performers the kind of

dignity and enthusiasm that are expected in more traditional employment. I encourage my students to

follow rules like these… They make the work environment positive and create the means whereby

inspiration works hand in hand with hard work to make art.”

Respect is imperative in the creation of art and the deliverance of an amazing story. Full collaboration

is the ultimate expression of great team work, of those come-together moments that “make it

happen”. Respect is validating that everyone is in it together, and that all talents held in equal esteem.

“I find these rules completely valid. I think what I would add (although I believe it is inferred) is: I will

treat all rehearsals with the same respect and reverence as my performances, always looking to

contribute to the success of the production and never engaging in selfish, distracting, or unhelpful

behaviors,” says CSU’s Assistant Professor of Theatre and Dance and local actor, Holly Holsinger.

Local actor and producer Jeffrey Grover is also a proponent of the spirit of the “rules”. “I think the

Code of Ethics is applicable today. While the word "collaboration" and its place in the code doesn't

appear in the text, I think it is implicit. I think each of us should consider the code, look in the mirror

and ask ourselves this question: Am I living up to these important ethics/guidelines? If not, why not?

How can I change my behaviors in order to do so?"

Respect is basic, and both give and take. It also starts early, as is evident through Alison Garrigan,

Executive Artistic Director of Talespinner Children's Theatre (TCT).

“I have actually had this code posted in my home office for some time. My parents were Equity

Actors, and this code, or simply what is in it (I don't know if they ever actually saw this written version),

was common sense, and the law to them. I live my professional life by it, and try, in my work and my

art, to pass it on to others. It simply needs to go hand in hand with the passion that is theatre.” Ali

grew up with this structure, and continues to perpetuate the foundation in her work with her TCT

actors, young students and staff.

What it comes down to is treating each other well. The golden rule is valid everywhere in the world,

including in the theatrical setting: “Treat others how you’d like to be treated.” Cleveland has a large,

passionate pool of arts employees from all walks of life. Our town is crawling with creativity with every

director, writer, designer, actor, crew member, stage manager, ticket office employee, etc.

“What is behind all of this is the thing we all know - one of the greatest gifts of theatre is the

opportunity to be part of something so much bigger than ourselves. To be subject to something that

is beyond what any one person can imagine in service to delight and edify a community and also to

remain independent is awesome,” says Raymond Bobgan, Executive Artistic Director of Cleveland

Public Theatre.
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“My personal experience with our local pool of artists has been outstanding and I am grateful to work

in a community whose overwhelming majority is respectful, honest, candid, and appreciative. There

will always be the trouble-makers (for good and ill) and there will always be party-poopers in one way

or another, but mostly we have a wonderful community in Cleveland - with little gossip, back-biting,

and unprofessional behavior. It’s how we get stuff done. Reading this list and thinking of what’s

behind it all is inspiring,” Bobgan says. But he also cautions: “[This code] is simply a choice that

people can make or not. Legalism and rigid rule keeping has never helped any project create magic.”

So go forth, Cleveland, and continue to create magic. We are proud of our arts community!

To read the entire “A 1945 Code of Ethics for Theatre Workers Surfaces”article by Janet Thielke,

CLICK HERE. It is well worth the read and will leave you inspired.

What do YOU think about the “code”? Leave your "respectful" comments below!

### 

Do you have a Cleveland performing arts related story? Email Kate Miller at

KateMillerExaminer@yahoo.com. For consideration, please introduce yourself before launching your

pitch or forwarding a press release.
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